We start with Why?
Do you know your Why? The purpose,
cause, or belief that inspires you to do
what you do?

We work hard to increase the quality of our brand and strengthen our strategic
partnerships. We believe if we work together with other training companies
we can improve the quality of courses and offering for you, our customers.
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Hello & Welcome
Hello & Welcome,
You’ve come to the right place!
We’re really pleased that you’ve chosen us for your professional development
course and you can be rest assured you’re in safe hands. We love what we
do at Knowledge Tree and we hope that you will enjoy your time with us
on this course. Our trainers are experts who love to teach, so don’t be afraid
to put their knowledge to the test with a few tricky questions. I know they
love a challenge.
Through our efforts and those of our trusted partners we are seeking
to innovate within the professional training market. We want a clear,
transparent and honest approach to professional training. We believe in
well-designed courses, expert tutors and comfortable venues. We believe
those are the three keys to success. We want to give you access to courses
wherever you are, with particular focus on weekend and evening courses for
busy professionals. We put a strong focus on our technology platforms to
make your learning experience is as convenient and accessible as possible.
We are constantly developing new courses and expanding our locations
across the UK. Our vision is to deliver excellent training courses in all aspects
of IT & Management Training, from PRINCE2 Project Management to C#
or Java technical courses. A one stop shop for all your training needs. A
company you can trust, who you know will treat you fairly and takes great
care with what they do.
We keep a close eye on our competitors and we do try to squeeze every
last bit value out of a course for you that we can; however we will simply
not sacrifice quality for cheaper prices. We know we aren’t the cheapest,
we don’t try to compete on price. We aren’t simply a ‘bums on seats
organization’. The old adage is very true when it comes to choosing a
training course ‘You get what you pay for’.
Enjoy it!

Christopher Lamph
CEO, Knowledge Tree Training
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Course Timings

Introduction

Midweek Mon
Weekend Sat

Day 1

Risk Theme

Plans Theme

Midweek Tue
Weekend Sun

Day 2

Practitioner Exam Prep

Practitioner Exam Prep

Foundation Exam
( Midweek Course)

Midweek Wed
Weekend Sat

Practitioner Exam

Practitioner Exam

Practitioner Exam Prep

Practitioner Exam Prep

Midweek Thu
Weekend Sun

Daily Course Outline

PRINCE2 Overview &
Tailoring

Change Theme

Practitioner Exam Prep

Day 4

Business Case Theme

Progress Theme

Practitioner Exam

Day 3

Organisation Theme

Practitioner Exam Prep

Practitioner Exam Prep

Process Model

Foundation Exam
(W/E course only)

Quality Theme

Q&A

Evening work at home (self-study)

Regular breaks and lunch timings to be arranged by trainer. Timings are approximate; instructors
may change the order of study depending on the ability of the class. 9:30am-5:00pm Daily
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PRINCE2 Intro
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Essentials

When you see me here, I am a book reference for
‘Mangaging Successful Projects with PRINCE2® 2017’

■■Course Timetable
■■Facilities and Amenities including Fire Exits
■■About Your Trainer
■■You? What do you hope to get out of this course?

Course Objectives
■■Be able to apply the PRINCE2 methodology
■■Pass your PRINCE2 Foundation and Practitioner Exams
with flying colours

PRINCE2 Exams
PRINCE2 Foundation 2017

PRINCE2 Practitioner 2017

■■One hour long
■■60 Multiple Choice Questions
■■55% Pass Mark
■■Closed Book Exam
■■The Foundation examination does not

■■2.5 Hours long
■■38/68 Approx. 55% Pass Mark
■■Open Book
■■Must have Passed P2 Foundation Exam before taking.
■■Candidates who pass the Practitioner exam are recognised

have an expiry period.

as a “PRINCE2® Registered Practitioner”. Individuals will
remain registered for a period of three calendar years.

■■Full details: https://www.axelos.com/faqs/prince2/
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About PRINCE2

Page 2 - Chapter 1

■■Owned by the cabinet office on behalf of UK Government
■■First released in October 1996
■■Updated in 2002,2005 and 2009, 2017
■■More than 100,000 exams taken each year
■■Axelos now own distribution rights for PRINCE2 to accredited Examination Institute, previously APMG
■■It has become the defacto method for managing projects
■■Updates to the method are funded by sales of examinations and manuals through Axelos on behalf of the UK
government.
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What is a Project?

Page 8 - Chapter 2.1

■■A Key Challenge for organizations in todays world is to succeed in balancing two parallel, competing
imperatives. These are to:

☑☑maintain current business operations (i.e. maintain profitability, service quality, customer relationships, brand
loyalty, productivity, market confidence, etc.). This is what we would term ‘business as usual’

☑☑transform business operations in order to survive and compete in the future (i.e. looking forward and deciding
how business change can be introduced to best effect for the organization)

Projects are the means by which we introduce change and, although many of the skills required are the same, there
are some crucial differences between managing business as usual and managing project work.

■■Defintion of a Project

☑☑a temporary organization that is created for the purpose of delivering one or more business products according
to an agreed business case.

☑☑One aim of PRINCE2 is to make the right information available at the right time for the right people to make
the right decisions about the project. Those decisions include whether to take corrective action or implement
measures to improve performance.

Project Vs BAU
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Page 8 - Chapter 2.1

Projects

BAU

■■About Change
■■Temporary
■■Cross-Functional
■■Unique
■■Uncertain

■■‘Business as usual’ is the day to day 		
running of the business

■■Ongoing
■■Projects enable change to BAU 		
environment
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Projects in the context of Portfolios
Page 11 - Figure 2.2
and Programmes
■■Stand-alone Projects
■■Projects within Programmes
■■Projects within a Portfolio

Copyright © AXELOS Limited 2017. Used under permission of AXELOS Limited. All rights reserved.

Projects Vs Programmes

Page 12 - Chapter 2.5.2

Projects

Programmes

■■Finite duration
■■Specific deliverables
■■Controlled start to finish
■■Expected to delivery timely, on budget 		

■■Delivers Benefits
■■Disbanded once benefits realised
■■Strategically more important than projects
■■Leads and embeds change
■■Ongoing

and quality
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Customer/Supplier Relationship

Page 11 - Chapter 2.5
Page 13 - Chapter 2.5.4

Customer

Supplier

■■Specifies the desired end product of 		

■■Provides resources and skills to produce the

the project.

■■Normally a BAU team
■■Pays for the project
■■Defines quality metrics

end product(s).

Projects in Context

Page 11 - Chapter 2.5

■■PRINCE2 assumes that there will be a customer who will specify the desired result and a
supplier who will provide the resource and skills to deliver that result.

■■PRINCE2 refers to the organization that commissions a project as ‘corporate, programme

management or the customer’. This organization is responsible for providing the projects
mandate, governing the project, and for realising any benefits that the project might deliver
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Projects in a commercial
environment

Page 13 - Chapter 2.5.4

■■If the project is being run to deliver to a specific set of customer requirements, the customer
may have entered into a commercial relationship with a supplier following a formal tender e.g.

☑☑Joint ventures
☑☑Collaborative research
☑☑Interagency projects (e.g. for the United Nations Development Programme)

Things to Consider for
Commercial Projects

Page 13 - Chapter 2.5.4

☑☑Reasons for undertaking project (business case)
☑☑Management systems (including project management methods)
☑☑Governance
☑☑Organization structures
☑☑Delivery approaches
☑☑Corporate cultures
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Project Delivery Approaches

Page 15 - Chapter 2.6.3

The project approach is the way in which the work of the project is to be delivered

☑☑A waterfall approach where each of the delivery steps to create the products take place in
sequence.

☑☑An Agile approach often, but not exclusively, for software development where requirements
gathering, design, coding and testing all take place iteratively through the project.
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Measures of Success

Page 15 - Chapter 2.6.4

How do we measure success?

☑☑Traditional way was to measure time, cost and quality, but doesn’t tell the whole story.
☑☑The best way to summarise the project status at a point in time is to identify Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs)

■■Balance should be struck between quantitative and qualitative measures
■■The KPIs should be aligned with the quality expectations and acceptance criteria defined

in the project product description, and the project tolerances (time, cost, quality, scope, benefits,
risk) defined in the PID.
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PRINCE2 Products
Everything that is produced during a PRINCE2 project is called a product.

Specialist Products

Management Products

■■Created by team/suppliers
■■Requires specialist skills/resources
■■deliverables which meet a customer

■■Usually created by PM or Project Support if

requirement e.g. Hardware, software, 		
user guide.

one exists

■■these are produced as a result of using the
PRINCE2 method e.g. Plan, reports etc.

What do we manage?

Page 9 - Chapter 2.3

■■Costs
■■Timescales
■■Quality
■■Scope
■■Risk
■■Benefits
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Project Managers role

Page 10 - Figure 2.1

Copyright © AXELOS Limited 2017. Used under permission of AXELOS Limited. All rights reserved.

PRINCE2 Structure - 4
integrated elements
■■Principles -

Page 20 - Chapter 3.0

seven principles every PRINCE2 project 		

should follow

■■Themes – Aspects of Project Management that must be 		
continuously addresses.

■■Processes – Describe a stepwise process through the 		
project lifecycle from start to finish.

■■Tailoring PRINCE2 to the project environment. It is not a
one size fits all solution.
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PRINCE2 Structure - 4
integrated elements

Page 3 - Figure 1.1

Copyright © AXELOS Limited 2017. Used under permission of AXELOS Limited. All rights reserved.

The Seven PRINCE2 Principles

Page 20 - Chapter 3.0

■■Continued Business Justification
■■Learn from Experience
■■Defined Roles and Responsibilities
■■Manage by Stages
■■Manage by Exception
■■Focus on Products
■■Tailored to suit the Project

Universal, Self-Validating and Empowering
“USE” or you’re not using PRINCE2
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